Hackerman announces room and board increase

Dees derided

"His room and board next year, in order to compensate for the losses incurred this year by the 'veggies,'" said by statement released by Hackerman's office this week.

Hackerman himself, however, could not be reached for comment.

"It's a little embarrassing," said Dees's School of Architecture O. Jack Mitchell. "All after, if you can't be an architect to build a good architecture building, who can you trust?"

McDowell, however, did explain Hackerman's decision. "Norm, I mean Dr. Hackerman, said that since Food Services cannot operate on a deficit, and the vegetarians robbed them blind this year, an increase would be needed next year."

By Richard Dees

In a Monday morning coup, members of the editorial board of The Rice Thresher ousted Editor Richard Dees from power, installing one of their own, Thresher columnist (Above the Ozone) Joseph Halcyon, in the position.

The coup began early Monday morning as the Thresher staff was preparing the issue this week. Hackerman and his rebels surrounded the offices of the Thresher and threatened punitive measures if the staff did not surrender.

"We just told them the Hack was supporting our efforts," said Halcyon, afterwards. "I told them he'd get them, if they didn't come out. That scared them. Well, then I told them I knew what they really wanted," he added, puffing on a cigarette as he rolled another.

After receiving no reply from Dees, the rebels风暴ed the office, led by Halcyon carrying an M-16. The lovely and sensible Debbie Knaff, former assistant art editor, took up valiant resistance to the入侵 for seconds, but the 10 hall had easily gained entrance.

After handling Knaff, Halcyon and his guerrillas found the corpse of Dees, hanging from a spool of typewriter ribbon, and a suicide note. "The students here obviously hate me. I can take it anymore. Someone should be able to get away from Joseph Halcyon," the note read.

With this announcement, Hackerman took control of the office, ordering a massive staff shake-up. Hackerman immediately demoted Business Manager David Ross to back page editor to "learn the ropes," said by News Editor Bruce Davies, "the man with the sense of numbers." Davies could only say of his appointment, "He did what?"

Former Back Page Editor Knaff was appointed publisher of the rebels, became news editor. Said Halcyon, "This is the last straw in the rebellion; we really know what is going on around here."

Fine Arts Director John Knapp was named sports editor. "John's the man with the sense of numbers," said Halcyon.

Mitchell added that the culprits have been caught. "They'll never get jobs anywhere," he said.

He explained that the school figured it would be a good laboratory for senior architecture students to design an actual building, so they opened bids to their top students. The plan that emerged, however, had several structural flaws that went unnoticed until after the addition collapsed last Friday.

"I guess I should have caught them, but I was busy traveling last year and I really didn't have time to study the plans," said Mitchell. "I thought someone else would catch them."

"We knew they were there," said senior architecture student Chuck Mays, who helped design the building. "But we figured they would take them out. We couldn't think of any other way to get what we wanted. We thought that would think of a better way. How else were we to know they wouldn't look at the plans?"

Damage to the $3 million project was total. Mitchell was seen late Friday crying over the ruins. "We'll never be able to raise enough, 400 million dollars. We just can't even have enough to clean up the mess. It will stay as a constant reminder of our failures," he commented in.

Hackerman gains editorshop in coup

by Joan Hope

Plans for the Sealy G. Mudd Computer Building have been completed, as Building and Grounds representatives decided to locate the building on the site of the current "Academic."

"We hired several Rice architecture students to get about five minutes to design the building," said V.P. for Administration William Akers.

"We saved lots of money in design costs and they came up with something I think is really good."

"The building has a simple design," said Fran Haxton, director of the Institute of Computer Sciences and Application.

"We should build it very little time to build.

The plans use a classic Egyptian style and are combined with Mudd's own art and humor. "We thought the flag on top gave it a panache that could make it more eye catching," he said.

The site behind Mudd was selected because "it seemed like an obvious place for a Mudd Building," according to Haxton.

Anderson construction finished

by Kevin Thompson

After 10 months of construction work, the new wing to Anderson Business Marts was dedicated last week.

"It is a little embarrassing," said Davies, School of Architecture O. Jack Mitchell. "After all, if you can't be an architect to build a good architecture building, who can you trust?"

Dees's death: Poor

"I didn't think I'd ever say this, but I'm happy they're gone," said Weeks.

"I don't think I can explain the loss of Dees as a human being," said Davies.

"The untold story, p. 9."

Why Reagan is a good guy. p. 2.
In praise of Reagan

The administration of our martyred hero, Ronald Reagan, has taken much criticism from the liberals and sissies who still control the House of Representatives and from the people who used to write in this space, but now it's time somebody praised Reagan for the truly fine job he is doing as president. After all, who can criticize a man who's been shot?

Let's take his appointment for the administrator for the Environmental Protection Agency: Anne McGill Gorsch. The liberal press has accused her of hiding to avoid the pressure she might receive from them. This, of course, is pure poppycock. Mrs. Gorsch is avoiding the members of the Jewish press (Hinkley was harrowed by press people, you know. They let him get close enough), so that they will not be able to sabotage her efforts.

Mrs. Gorsch's mission is to practically dismantle an agency in order to preserve the greatness of American industry. The EPA has been destroying the productivity of America by imposing itself on industry, worrying about such silly things as snail darters and other animals, instead of worrying about important things like the re-industrialization of America. Why worry about pollution, forests, endangered species, or preserving the wildlife of the world? We won't be here long anyway. It's not our problem. We should take it now—or someone else will.

Mrs. Gorsch, under the guidance of Secretary of Interior James Watts (who, as another Great American is graciously helping to keep her hidden in his building) will make America great again now. There's no time to waste. The Russians and the Japanese are already beginning their campaigns to destroy the souls of Americans. They have killed our auto industry and our steel industry. Soon they will begin tampering with our vital bodily fluids. When that happens, America is doomed.

The issue here is more than a few species of animals that no one really cares about anyway. Or a few waterways no one really wants to swim in. Or some air no one really wants to breathe.
The real issue is whether we will let foreigners take over America. Now the devils are doing it surreptitiously, but as soon as we are incapacitated, they will strike and they will strike hard and fast. We must prepare ourselves now. We must rearm. Every American should be required to have a gun in his house. So what if a few more murders happen? What if Reagan had had a gun Monday? Only Hinkley would have gotten hurt. The rest of us be prepared for when the Russkies knock on our door.

Reinstating the draft is the next step. And not just for men between the ages of 18 to 22. Everyone should serve. All men should be given basic (aka boot camp) military training. Women should be taught things they can do in a war (like how to grow victory gardens, operate machinery, and swoon at hard and fast. We must prepare ourselves now. We must rearm. Everyone should serve. All men between the ages of 18 to 22. Everyone should serve. All men should be given basic (aka boot camp) military training. Women should be taught things they can do in a war (like how to grow victory gardens, operate machinery, and swoon at hard and fast. We must prepare ourselves now. We must rearm. Everyone should serve. All men should be given basic (aka boot camp) military training. Women should be taught things they can do in a war (like how to grow victory gardens, operate machinery, and swoon at hard and fast. We must prepare ourselves now. We must rearm. Everyone should serve. All men should be given basic (aka boot camp) military training. Women should be taught things they can do in a war (like how to grow victory gardens, operate machinery, and swoon at

As the new editor, I hope I will be able to serve the Rice community, in which my predecessor and I have already eliminated the hedonistic Doonesbury, and I am now taking steps to eliminate the cheap humor of the back page. I've already converted that pinko Dow to the new moral order. Hollywood jumped for joy last spring when a jury awarded Carol Burnett over one million dollars in damages in her suit against some of the free press, the National Enquirer. All impartial observers, from the patriotic right to the paranoid left could deny that the Enquirer has just gone too far by accusing Mrs. Burnett of public drunkenness even through all the witnesses present at the scene — including the Abe Lincoln of modern diplomacy, the eminently respectable Hank Kissing — said that Mrs. Burnett was, at most, a little tipsy. The legitimate press did not lose in this case; honest upright Americans — those with nothing to hide — won. And hordes of movie stars, their confidence bolstered by Burnett's victory, are crying out of the woodwork to sue the supermarket tabloid for libel. A precedent has been set, so stars who have had their vast fortunes reduced to mere pinnacles, who have had their lives of glamour rudely snatched away only to be replaced by a miserable press can now, reawake against their savage attacker: bad press.

So can another victim of the same professional press? The former President Richard E. Nixon. Naturally, the politico liberals and the media haven't stopped talking about how Bernard and Woodstein's The Final Daze raises the same issue of truth, justice, and the right to a fair and moral trial. The former President Richard E. Nixon. Naturally, the politico liberals and the media haven't stopped talking about how Bernard and Woodstein's The Final Daze raises the same issue of truth, justice, and the right to a fair and moral trial. The former President Richard E. Nixon. Naturally, the politico liberals and the media haven't stopped talking about how Bernard and Woodstein's The Final Daze raises the same issue of truth, justice, and the right to a fair and moral trial.
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THRESHING-IT-OUT

Lednickly praises anti-clique faction

To the editor:

I would like to thank the staff and editors of the Thresher for creating an open and anti-clique environment in our school. You have always been quick to accept others into your fold. I hope to construct some criticism, and to enhance generally the social environment of Rice University.

I don't know where I would be without your warm and comforting rug. Your sensitivity to human suffering and deprivation is astounding, and you are always there when someone needs you. Thank you again, Thresher, you care.

Lynn Lednickly
SA President

Cole praises new administration policies

To the editor:

I would like to thank the administration for increasing the student/teacher ratio for a psychotic stimulant this semester. This increase represents an increased liberalism on the part of the administration, and perhaps in a few years they may even qualify for bleeding heart liberal status.

Since I started consuming my half-ounce of Mexican 3 day back in the second semester frosh year and watching Johnny Carson nightly, I have felt little or no anti-establishment sentiment, and I haven't pined on a public building in months. I did resort one graffiti last semester, "Science has major answers to man's cruelty to mankind," just ignore him. They ought to increase the allocation to take care of the classics, too. Maybe they should throw in some reds and shit like that. No speed, though, though, Hell, we might do something if we had good amphetamines.

Gary Cole
Lovett '81

Dow: 'Come out of the closet, liberals!'

To the editor:

I would like to comment on the recent student referendum that requires all bleeding heart liberals to pay the tuition, room and board, and drug expenses of all minority and/or down-trodden students. A true-blue liberal from birth, I of course agree with the referendum and am pleased that it passed by such an overwhelming margin. I would, however, like to make one suggestion. It seems that this relationship between liberals and proletarians is becoming a one-way street. I propose that the lower classes give us something in return. Everyone recognizes that liberals suffer from a debilitating guilt/castration complex, and the best response to our psychological trauma is masochism. In order to expiateate our guilt and to relieve the violent impulses of those poor, down-trodden boys on the football team, I propose that any minority and/or exploited poor person be allowed to beat, wound, bind, spindle, mutilate, whip, otherwise destroy any Rice liberal after, of course, establishing proper credentials. (A food stamp or some other Great Society product would suffice.)

Let the whips roll! Rice liberals have suffered the ignominious fate of whimpering in the closet for too long. Now is the time for all good Negroes to come to the aid of their patrons.

David Dow
Baker '81

New campus group threatens 'straights'

To the editor:

The membership of the Organization of Rice Gay Youth (ORGY) has swollen to the point where we are now in the majority at Rice. Since society has frequently labeled us the wrong way, we have decided to climax our rise to power by seizing control.

When we are on top, openly heterosexual professors will not get tenure. Psychology books will be rewritten to indicate that there is an active debate in the profession about the mental health and normality of straight people. The more fundamentalist clergy will preach that heterosexuality is a sin. Others will hold that it is not sinful to be heterosexual person, as long as one does not act on his sexuality. The campus police will dismiss straight officers and the ROTC will discharge heterosexuals because of their adverse effect on morale.

Straight students will have to pretend to be gay and have to go to bars in order to meet other heterosexual. Gay students will warn freshmen not to be friendly with straight upperclassmen. Openly heterosexual students will have difficulty finding roommates and will be avoided in the showers. Some parents may even disown their own children for being straight. And then, did you hear the joke about these two straight guys in a sports car?...

Friends of All Gay Students

BEYOND THE HEDGES

Corn farmers are smarter than students

Intelligence tests at the University of Nebraska show that corn farmers are indeed genetically superior to the average college student, according to the Cornhusker.

Tests pitted Nebraska corn farmers against college students from the University of Nebraska. The corn farmers and their children scored consistently higher in all categories, including reasoning, logic, general facts, and surprisingly, in knowledge of chicken care.

Scientists from outside the university discount the survey's findings, saying that they expect when you compare farmers to Nebraska students. After all, if you can't be a farmer in Nebraska, you go to UN. University officials denied those charges, although they could offer no statistics to back their claim. "It is true that we lose many of our best students to corn farming, but the numbers our critics cite are blown completely out of proportion."

Harvard announces fall t-shirt line

Harvard University introduced a new line of t-shirts last week, the Harvard Crimson reports. The new line is quite a departure from the old, which was a simple maroon proclaiming "Harvard." The new shirts bear such slogans as "Harvard: The Rice of the North," and "I go to Harvard." It must be rich. Administrators were horrified at the new slogans. "I can't believe we would stoop to this. How good can Rice be?" Surely it's not so much superior that we need to compare ourselves to it in this way," said one official. Students, however, liked Harvard's new image. "It's tired of acting smart all the time," said one. "It's time we faced up to what kind of university Harvard really is. We just can't compete to places like Rice. The t-shirts are just a start of a new beginning here."
Lednicky, SA senate attempt to make campus life 'exciting'

by Grungy

The Student Association Senate discussed a long list of items aimed at making campus life at Rice more exciting Monday night, but, as usual, accomplished nothing.

President Lynn Lednicky had this to say about the inactivity: "ever since we started the strict enforcement of Robert's Rules of Order at our meetings, there hasn't been anything to argue about. No one says much of anything anymore because they're afraid that something they say or do may put them out of order. I can't say that I blame them. The Proctor has two of our senators now for speaking out of turn and our secretary, Phil Easterling, was flogged at Willy's statue last week because he forgot his copy of the book."

Internal Vice President Daniel Hu suggested that a schedule of weekly elections be set up to offset the attrition in the membership of the senate from disciplinary action and "just plain fear." He stated that "lack of a quorum would be grounds for the entire senate to be publically stoned," according to the new rules. "Besides, elections are exciting." A committee was selected to ignore the suggestion. A committee set up to look into the production of the Student Directory reported that they had found a method of producing the book within budget, free to students and delivered "no later than the second week of classes." Stating that half of the numbers in the book are wrong by the time the directory reaches the students anyway, the costly search for correct spellings and phone numbers could be done away with completely by "making it all up ourselves."

The report further suggests that a party be held with the intention of making up amusing names, because "parties are exciting" and that if a student really needs a number "let him call directory assistance. They'll wind up doing that anyway."

Next the Senate heard a motion calling for an even year/odd year system of outlawing the keeping of books by organizations receiving blanket tax funds so that something exciting would happen in the senate at least once every other year. The motion was seconded by senator Doug Gardner, who commented "There hasn't been anyone publically ostracized on campus, except senators, in at least two years. And it's time we did something about it." Their was a brief round of applause for this comment which ended with a few of the senators glancing around, obviously wondering if clapping out of turn was forbidden by Robert's Rules. The senate then closed its meeting to the public and the press and it was found out later that this was necessary in order to go home. No one could remember the legal way to end the meeting. Besides, it made things seem more exciting.

Halcyon...

continued from page 1

gotten to be too much of a pansy writing this namby-pamby fine arts. We're going to make a real man of him," said Halcyon.

Sports Editor Jay Grob, who was named fine arts editor, outlined his plans. "No more of this ballet crap. We're going to have what the people really want: auto racing, TV reviews and all-students dance."

Halcyon, 24, an architecture/chemical engineering double major, has worked for the Thresher for five years. He is the first football player ever to become editor of the Thresher and the first Baptist to take the position in recent memory.

Dees, 20, was a philosophy major and therefore a communist sympathizer without any morals whatsoever.

Dees...

continued from page 1

Assistant to the President Carl McDowell: "Dick Dees was not one of my favorite people."

Rice President Norman Hackerman: "Who?"

Texas Governor Bill Clements: "Dees was a disgrace to the state of Texas. I hope he's in Hell, or worse, in Cleveland."

U.S. President Ronald Reagan: "Dees was a great American. But wrong. Dead wrong. Oh, I'm sorry I didn't mean that. Not that I'm sorry he's dead. Well I am, but not really."

Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev: "He was a great Russian. Oh, he wasn't Russian? He was great anyway. I'm sure he gave his life to preserve the people's socialist movement."

Archil...

continued from page 1

an interview in his office yesterday

"Can I leave now?"

He walked out of the room a defeated man. "I've never seen him like this," commented one student. "God only knows what he'll do now."

The School of Architecture declared yesterday to be a day of mourning for the building. Architecture students held a prayer vigil all day. "They hoped they could raise it from the dead with their thoughts," said sophomore Andrew Tulls, who wished to remain anonymous, "but it didn't work."

Room...

continued from page 1

I have no comment at this time."

When reached by telephone by the Thresher, Vice President and Provost William Gordon commented, "The Thresher? Does this mean I have to look for another dean? It's not about a dean, you say? Well, it's not my job, man."

The Rice Thresher, April 1, 1981, page 4
**Erratum**

Due to the unethical intervention of ex-FArts Editor J.R.Henner, last week’s Thresher erroneously reported that the Rice Players’ most recent production, *Antigone*, was “compelling, passionate, moving, and satisfying.” In actuality, it wasn’t. It sucked.

Heavenly, seen here in one of the play’s more “passionate (read: brazenly melodramatic) moments” with Nancy Webb, abused his influence with staff writer Andy Huthcock to procure a favorable review. In light of this unfortunate and deplorable intervention, Huthcock’s review can be seen as shallow, superficial, and full of bald-assed lies.

Henceforth, all staff members will be roundly panned as a matter of principle; and all other campus theatre productions will be given glowing reviews packed with praise and plaudits, unsullied by constructive criticism.

The Thresher regrets the error, and I can personally assure you that this will never, ever happen again. I promise.

—Jay Grob, *The New Big FArt*

**Records**

Britons Pulsate, but don’t Clash

Handsworth Revolution

Steel Pulse

Mango Records

This reggae album by seven Britons and Jamaicans was first released in England in 1978, but is just now hitting the American market. Steel Pulse toured in Britain with the Sex Pistols, Burning Spear and most famously, the Clash.

Steel Pulse became very popular in Britain with their top reggae and the Clash. This reggae album by seven Britons and Jamaicans, released in England in 1978, but is just now hitting the American market.

Danxkins and Capetoes alike will be stretched under the fiery ministrations of springtime heat. I found myself intoxicated on the fumes of the genuine surgical shirt that we supply to all major hospitals across the nation.

LET FELLOW STUDENTS KNOW JUST WHAT YOU ARE!

Surgical Shirt Order Form

Please specify hospital of your choice:

- St. Luke's Episcopal Hospital
- Hermano Hospital
- Ben Tesh Hospital
- Ben Houston Memorial Hospital
- Rosenau General Hospital

Please specify size and number desired:

- [ ] S
- [ ] M
- [ ] L
- [ ] XL
- [ ] XXL
- [ ] XXXL

You must include a check or money order for $19.99 each in order to receive your surgical shirt.

ATTENTION PRE-MEDS

You’ve probably been finding it difficult lately to secure genuine surgical shirts from area hospitals...but search no further! Amoco Supplies Inc. is now offering surgical shirts by mail order to pre-medical students only. The shirts are made from sturdy 100% cotton. A hospital tag of your choice will be sewn in at the neckline and the hospital name will be printed in washed-out ink on the upper front—both are details we at Amoco know your discriminating taste demands. These are genuine surgical shirts, the very same ones that we supply to major hospitals all across the nation.

God-given quality. God has called to you personally, summoned you alone among all of his children to take these responsibilities in your hands, and break them from their sinful pride. In the end, these people will trust you entirely, and come to you for your spiritual leadership, your food, your voices, and your guns.

The world must be spread, and to do this, there must be many of you to work. We all know what Genesis tells us: “And you, ye be fruitful and multiply, bring forth abundantly in the earth, and multiply therein.” (Gen 9:7) This can be done only if we practice the greatest tenet of the Lord, and that is to love one another. It is your duty as a Christian to fill all those you know with the love of God. And not only the love of the next world, but we are told in Luke 16:8, “the children of this world...” (Gen 9:7) This can be done only if we practice the greatest tenet of the Lord, and that is to love one another. It is your duty as a Christian to fill all those you know with the love of God. And not only the love of the next world, but we are told in Luke 16:8, “the children of this world...”
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This Week/by Dave Chilton

Golf
Rice v. Houston. Rice men golfers return home to the comfort of Houston, to play all-day at All-American. Tuesday, March 30 through Saturday, April 4. This is an absolute must, not only the excitement of golf, but the glorious springtime weather of Houston.

Baseball
Rice v. Cornell. Rice's baseball team meets Cornell's at Cameron Field Tuesday, March 30, at 1 p.m., in a doubleheader. This sport is certainly looking up at Rice as the Ivy League steps in to add a little class, especially with their new, French-cut uniforms.

Rice men's tennis doubles
Rice v. Texas Tech. Friday, April 3, at 3 p.m. and Saturday, April 4 at 12 p.m. in Lubbock. There's no real reason to go to this (it's just baseball, and it's in Lubbock), unless you like DUST.

Tennis
Rice v. UT Austin. Tuesday, March 30, in Austin. Rice men's tennis takes on the University of Texas. These games are, of course, important because both teams are members of the same conference, which means that they are playing for much higher stakes than if they were not.

Rice v. Nichols State. At 1:30 p.m. on Friday, April 3. Rice plays here against a non-conference, no-name team.

Stutes on Fine Arts/by Ron Stutes

With Houston's two-week spring break and six-month summer about to begin, there is no such thing anymore as pleasant weather outdoors. Unless you happen to be indoors. Feeling a cool breeze gently blowing from a nearby air conditioner. What better time to enjoy the pleasures of the Houston Museum of Fine Arts. Slap on the Adidas and an old t-shirt, get some buddies together, and take in a few innings, er, canvases.

Of course, you can't forget the brew. Museums tend to react differently than most sporting arenas about beer. Try as I could, I couldn't find a single concession stand. And the old guy in the shabby sport-coat that stands around at the door frowning at those nudes. One of them reminds me of a cheerleader I knew in high school.

ANTHROPOLOGY 314

Anthropology 314

ANTHROPOLOGY 314

Thoroughly Disgusting Eating Practices of Amazon Tribes
An introduction concerning such staples as the traditional large, white, mucus-covered grub worms to such exotic dishes as aged and stuffed lizards with a side order of fresh blood leeches. 400 level credit with completion of accompanying lab.

Dr. Amy Hill

ARCHITECTURE 401

Advanced Interior Design for the 10'x15' Cubicle

Tips and helpful hints for transforming a dingy and unappealing cell into an elegant 3-room apartment with drawing room and den that will delight the eye and attract friends and boyfriends. Design styles from Louis XIV to Swedish-Modern. (Brown College residents given preference, although others can receive consideration if the instructor is provided with proper references and interview.)

Dr. Mrs. Hackerman

BIOLOGY 102

Introduction to Creation
A study of the basic principles of the fact of a Divine Creator and his influence on biological history and processes with special emphasis on recent scientific discoveries that totally disprove Darwin's so-called "evolution theory" heresy. (Required under Texas State Law for completion of Bachelor degree requirements.)

The Rev. John Baptist

PSYCHOLOGY 212

Unreality as a Viable Alternative
Techniques for dealing with unpleasantness inherent with every-day living and applications in the areas of bad grades, bad sex lives, and bad food. Methodologies examined will include amnesia, cognitive switchbacks, religion, and the popular organic-substance use. (Strongly recommended for Rice students and the Rice community.)

Dr. "Ratman" Williams
THE RICE THRESHER/SPORTS

That guy has some nerve.

Proven loser Rice will replace over-competent Alborn

by Deborah Knaff

Head football coach Ray Alborn has been relieved of his duties at Rice University, and ex-head coach Homer Rice will return to the Rice campus next season to assume head coaching responsibilities, it was jointly announced yesterday by Athletic Director Augie Erutherford and Rice University President Norman Hackerman in a press conference held at Rice Stadium.

"The reasons for Alborn's dismissal are quite obvious," explained Hackerman. "Last season, he broke every convention and tradition we've set so hard to establish here at Rice. By producing a team that won almost half its games, it became increasingly difficult to promote Rice as a great institute of academia, which is all I really want it to be. In fact, I just decided to can Ray after he publicly disgraced Rice on television by handily beating the University of Houston. That day, I felt personally offended and knew that Alborn had just gone too far."

Eurthur added to the criticism of Alborn, saying, "That guy has no right to coach. After the season ended, he had the gall to walk into my office and ask for a contract: And on top of that, he asked for more money than he had been making! That was a bit hard to swallow!"

"The factors behind the rehiring of Rice are just as obvious as the reasons behind Alborn's firing," said Hackerman of Rice, who guided the Owls to an impressive 2-9 record in 1977, then left for, and was subsequently fired from, the head coaching job of the National Football League Cincinnati Bengals. "Rice needs a man like Homer Rice who likes to pass and you took my Guinness, for my office and ask for a contract: And on top of that, he asked for more money than he had been making! That was a bit hard to swallow!"

"I guess Rice just teamed up and decided to pull one over on me. I'll use one of Fowler's old columns, disguise it so nobody'll know the difference. Stop it, stop. You're ruining a great intramural sports career, you know, Help."

"Would somebody go ahead and wrap this up with an ellipsis so it'll look like Cole's stuff?"

"Thanks."

—Gary Cole

IN THE ENDSONE

"Well, look who just walked in. It's Cole."

"Uh, hi, Joseph. Where's Richard?"

"Get him, guys. Chain him to the desk."

"Hey, what's going on here?"

"Where's this week's The Zone?"

"Um, well, I'm working on it now. When's the next deadline, Wednesday?"

"The paper comes out on Wednesday this week, Cole."

"Exactly, so where's the problem?"

"Look, Cole, now that I'm in charge, we're going to do things a bit differently."

"What is Debbie doing with that exacto knife? Hey, stop it, give me my Guinness back."

"Debbie."

"No, wait, I've got an idea. We'll use one of Fowler's old columns, disguise it so nobody'll know the difference. Stop it, stop. You're ruining a great intramural sports career, you know, Help."

"Would somebody go ahead and wrap this up with an ellipsis so it'll look like Cole's stuff?"

"Thanks."

—Gary Cole

OWLOOK

While I was watching one of those boring baseball games where the team from Rice narrowly won the contest against those competitors from the University of Arkansas, I noticed one thing about our club that people do not comment on often enough—those players have just about the nicest uniforms I have ever seen. Perfectly tailored to accentuate each player's physical attributes, but still sleek and silky on even the

large players, those beautiful blue and white creations just look wonderful on Cameron Field, with the sun and the medical center as the perfect background for a baseball engagement. Each uniform is topped off by a color-coordinated hat, with the letter "R" monogrammed on it, and that gives the fashionable ballplayer a look that cannot be argued with.

—John R. Heaner

Men's Gallery
- Pregnancy Testing
- Complete Prostatic Care
- Problem Pregnancy Services

For Confidential Information Call 524-5915
4321 Copperballs Dr., Suite 107

Pizza death.

"How about a hot sleazy death: smothered with bird droppings?"

"How about two?"

Pizza death.

You get More of the Things you Desire.
To the scrubbug who took my prosthetic arm from Sewall 303 between 11 and 12 p.m. last Monday: I hope you go to hell and catch a cold for being so mean. You can now have your prosthetic arm back taped inside, but the rest is of great sentimental value. You can't use it anyway, so why don't you return it to me (PKG)? Wiess 617 or Phd Dept. 617. I hope you have a nice time out for whom you stole it once for your own lifelong pleasure.

Lisa,

That was incredibly good smell we had last Thursday. Thanks especially enjoyed the way you stirred up the clay with your hands, as if your cream right out of my "carrot."

**God is certain the creation of man, but then looking at the stars.

nice paid ads

Summer work available — Satisfying physical work plucking fibrous blemishes from southern cash crop. Housing provided. Write: to Sherry Butler IV, Atlanta, GA. Negroes only. Please, see ad.

Blind administrator needs seeing eye dog and mistress. Only TRG's for former job, anyone acceptable for latter. Double pay if you do both. Call 555-3756 to make an appointment for us to see how you'd do.

Carpettes — Used carpettes for dorm rooms: prices $15 a (dole house) bedroom. Curtain 120. Cash only. Behind Lake Jess Tennis Stadium at midnight tonight. No police, or else.

Jeeps, trucks, tanks, AA weaponry, etc., deliverable packages available from Joe's Gun Shop, 614 W. Main. No questions, no red tape, no hassle. That's the way the law, & you see it.
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